2014
- *Eleanor and Park* by Rainbow Rowell – YA F ROW
- *Splintered* by A.G. Howard – YA F HOW
- *The Rithmatist* by Brandon Sanderson – YA F SAN
- *The 5th Wave* by Rick Yancey – YA F YAN
- *Monument 14: Sky on Fire* by Emmy Laybourne – YA F LAY
- *Earth Girl* by Janet Edwards – YA F EDW
- *The Testing* by Joelle Charbonneau – YA F CHA
- *Steelheart* by Brandon Sanderson – YA F SAN
- *Siege and Storm* by Leigh Bardugo – YA F BAR

2013
- *Code Name Verity* by Elizabeth Wein – YA F WEI
- *The False Prince* by Jennifer A. Nielsen – TWEEN NIE
- *Insurgent* by Veronica Roth – YA F ROT
- *The Raven Boys* by Maggie Stiefvater – YA F STI
- *Every Day* by David Levithan – YA F LEV
- *Butter* by Erin Jade Lange – YA F LAN

2012
- *Divergent* by Veronica Roth – YA F ROT
- *The Fault in Our Stars* by John Green – YA F GRE
- *Legend* by Marie Lu – YA F LU
- *Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children* by Ransom Riggs – YA F RIG
- *What Happened to Goodbye* by Sarah Dessen – YA F DES
- *Across the Universe* by Beth Revis – YA F REV
- *Cinder* by Marissa Meyer – YA F MEY
- *The Scorpio Races* by Maggie Stiefvater – YA F STI
- *Where She Went* by Gayle Forman – YA F FOR
- *Abandon* by Meg Cabot – YA F CAB

"I’m on a roller coaster that only goes up, my friend."
*The Fault in Our Stars, John Green*
If the book’s spine label begins with the letter(s)

**TWEEN F:** tween, 3rd floor
**B:** biography, 2nd floor
**YA:** young adult fiction, 1st floor
**F:** adult fiction, 1st floor
**GRAPHIC:** graphic novel, 1st floor

**2021**
- **All Boys Aren’t Blue** by George M. Johnson – YA B JOH
- **Cemetery Boys** by Aiden Thomas – YA F THO
- **Clap When You Land** by Elizabeth Acevedo – YA F ACE
- **Five Total Strangers** by Natalie D. Richards – YA F RIC
- **The Inheritance Games** by Jennifer Lynn Barnes – YA F BAR
- **The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue** by VE Schwab – F SCH
- **Legendborn** by Tracy Deonn – YA F DEA
- **One of Us is Next** by Karen M. McManus – YA F MCM

**2020**
- **Wayward Son** *Simon Snow, #2)* by Rainbow Rowell – YA F ROW
- **Pumpkinheads** by Rainbow Rowell – GRAPHIC ROW
- **With the Fire on High** by Elizabeth Acevedo – YA F ACE
- **Aurora Rising** by Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff – YA F KAU
- **Broken Throne: A Red Queen Collection** by Victoria Aveyard – YA F AVE
- **#MurderFunding #MurderTrending #2** by Gretchen McNeil – YA F MCN
- **We Hunt the Flame** *Sands of Arawiya)* by Hafsah Faizal – YA F FAI
- **Lovely War** by Julie Berry – YA F BER
- **Wilder Girls** by Rory Power – YA F POW
- **The Memory Thief** by Lauren Mansy – YA F MAN

**2019**
- **#MurderTrending** by Gretchen McNeil – YA F MCN
- **Wildcard** by Marie Lu – YA F LU
- **The Cruel Prince** by Holly Black – YA F BLA
- **Thunderhead** by Neal Shusterman – YA F SHU
- **Children of Blood and Bone** by Tomi Adeyemi – YA F ADE
- **The Prince and the Dressmaker** by Jen Wang – GRAPHIC WAN
- **American Panda** by Gloria Chao – YA F CHA
- **Batman: Nightwalker** by Marie Lu – YA F LU
- **Speak: The Graphic Novel** by Laurie Halse Anderson and Emily Carroll – GRAPHIC AND
- **The Poet X** by Elizabeth Acevedo – YA F ACE

**2018**
- **Turtles All the Way Down** by John Green – YA F GRE
- **One of Us is Lying** by Karen M. McManus – YA F MCM
- **Warcross** by Marie Lu – YA F LU
- **Wonder Woman: Warbringer** by Leigh Bardugo – YA F BAR
- **Caraval** by Stephanie Garber – YA F GAR
- **Long Way Down** by Jason Reynolds – YA F REY
- **I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter** by Erika L. Sánchez – YA F SAN
- **Paper Hearts** by Ali Novak – YA F NOV
- **Strange the Dreamer** by Laini Taylor – YA F TAY
- **Once and For All** by Sarah Dessen – YA F DES

**2017 CONTINUED...**
- **Genius: The Game** by Leopoldo Gout – YA F GOU
- **If I Was Your Girl** by Meredith Russo – YA F RUS

**2016**
- **Alive** by Chandler Baker – YA F BAK
- **All the Bright Places** by Jennifer Niven – YA F NIV
- **The Game of Love and Death** by Martha Brockenbrough – YA F BRO
- **Six of Crows** by Leigh Bardugo – YA F BAR
- **Everything, Everything** by Nicola Yoon – YA F YOO
- **Every Last Word** by Tamara Ireland Stone – YA F STO
- **The Novice: Summoner: Book One** by Taran Matharu – YA F MAT
- **Illuminae** by Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff – YA F KAU
- **When** by Victoria Laurie – YA F LAU
- **Suicide Notes from Beautiful Girls** by Lynn Weingarten – YA F WEI

**2015**
- **The Shadow Throne** by Jennifer A. Nielsen – J F NIE
- **To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before** by Jenny Han – YA F HAN
- **My Life with the Walter Boys** by Ali Novak – YA F NOV
- **Heir of Fire** by Sarah Mass – YA F MAS
- **The Bane Chronicles** by Cassandra Clare – YA F CLA
- **The Young Elites** by Marie Lu – YA F LU
- **The Kiss of Deception** by Mary E. Pearson – YA F PEA
- **Since You’ve Been Gone** by Morgan Matson – YA F MAT
- **The Geography of You and Me** by Jennifer E. Smith – YA F SMI

**2014**
- **Stardust** by Neil Gaiman – YA F GAI
- **The Selection** by Kiera Cass – YA F CAS
- **Divergent** by Veronica Roth – YA F ROT
- **Love, Grace, and the Girl with the Circus Heart** by Amy Apffel – YA F APF
- **Tales from Alpha High** by Amy Karll – YA F KAR
- **The Darkest Part of the Forest** by Holly Black – YA F BLA
- **The Dark is Rising** by Susan Cooper – YA F COO
- **2013 CONTINUED...**